Beer Softball Game

On Tap For Sunday

As a final treat for their Olympi- cian, the Frosh will meet both teams, the lightweight at Pirson and the heavies at Washington, and the stronger weights at Cole. Always a popular attraction, the Frosh facility has the oppor- tunity to prove that MIT can play a definite role in national competition against the heavyweights in the country.

A half-mile from top form so far this year, the frosh lights have had its ups and downs. Of note, in the last two races, a new boat in the reserve Category, a long way from top form so far, was a little light. The frosh-Navy and frosh-Cornell boats have a chance to be worthwhile if the frosh-training program is continued. The frosh-Navy boat will be returning including "Chap- pelle," "Atwood." Log. (Continued on page 4).

PEAR Sprints Tomorrow

Crews To Princeton, Washington

A whole day of work for the MIT crew will come on a clinical to- morrow morning, as the frosh team will meet two teams, the lightweight at Princeton and the heavies at Washington, and the stronger weights at Cole. Always a popular attraction, the Frosh facility has the oppor- tunity to prove that MIT can play a definite role in national competition against the heavyweights in the country.

A half-mile from top form so far this year, the frosh lights have had its ups and downs. Of note, in the last two races, a new boat in the reserve Category, a long way from top form so far, was a little light. The frosh-Navy and frosh-Cornell boats have a chance to be worthwhile if the frosh-training program is continued. The frosh-Navy boat will be returning including "Chap- pelle," "Atwood." Log. (Continued on page 4).

MIT Concert Band

Will Perform Friday

On Steps Of Kresge

The MIT Concert Band will make its first performance public appearance of the season tonight in the concert auditorium. The program will consist of works written by the world's leading composers and arranged for a band by the band director, John Corley. The band will play a selection of music from a wide variety of periods and styles, ranging from Baroque to contemporary. The concert will feature works by composers such as Beethoven, Mozart, and Brahms, as well as arrangements of folk songs and popular tunes. The band will also perform a selection of music written by MIT students. The concert will be conducted by John Corley, the band director at MIT. The concert will begin at 8:00 PM and will last approximately one hour. The concert is open to the public and admission is free.
EDITORIALS

Reason For Failure

Vital to the success of any educational program is the ability of its teachers—yet all too often instructors on the college level have neither the interest in teaching nor the ability to present and explain material which can determine the success or failure of education. This problem is perhaps most crucial in a rigorous and demanding technical education.

The freshman year is often one of disappointment and disillusion as the entering student comes into contact with teachers who have neither the time, nor the inclination to answer such questions as: 'What are the definitions? What are the questions involved? What is the initial perspective, and take a good look at the problem. Has the student been trained to perform that methodical jump towards the assertions involved? Is the proof valid and logical?

Thus, our whole thought process has become reorganized and also from the sweet and relaxed arms of the average student. And character. Somehow the student learns to forego amusement and gives us the tools with which to work and create and leave our mark upon the world. But the most important product of our education lies elsewhere, it is intangible, and character. Some student learns to forgo amusement and gives us the tools with which to work and create.

Without Honor

Unavoidable as these problems, the greatest majority of the faculty is continually striving to remedy the situation. They aim, however, faced with a serious obstacle. Each member of the faculty has, of course, only limited amount of time and any spent as a registration officer, a faculty resident officer-in many cases, he is forced to assume an added resentment of the impersonality of the system, loses some of the inclination to be of real service to his charges. Unable to turn to the faculty adviser for help, the student becomes disillusioned. If old Kipling were to realize that his future is up to him. If old Kipling were to realize that his future is up to him.

Senior time is also a time of occasional soul searching and serious thought. What has one accomplished in college? Of course, every silver lining has its cloud. One task remains, and that is the senior reluctantly shakes off the habits of four years, and shrugs and puts on a tie and a jacket and a hat and his best Dale Carnegie manner. The personnel men smile, and talk locations it must consider interest in the welfare of its standing men in its field, it must make its contributions in that holds them back from deserved promotion.

A New Beginning

What do we mean by character? Many of us have come here straight from the comforting spong of strings of man, and also from the sweet and related arms of the average high-school with its lack of demands upon the mind, its mental span feeding and its failure to develop decent work habits. For those of us, Tech has been a period of brutal weaning. Suddenly we were on our own. No parents to comfort us. No solicitous school-marm bent over our shoulders and coaxing homework out of her little darlings. Instead, the heavy mantle of responsibility was upon us, and there is only one way to bear it, and that is self-discipline and character. Somehow the student learns to forgive circumstances if necessary, to open a book out of his own free will, to realize that his future is up to him. If old Kipling were to realize that his future is up to him. If old Kipling were to realize that his future is up to him.

The Sunfrost White Formal Jacket was made for the man who demands the finest in smart tailoring, correct styling and cool, a smooth, natural drape. Amazingly wrinkle-resistant. Comes see yourself in this truly superior formal jacket.

The Sunfrost White Formal Jacket

Cool, crisp, fit, a smooth, natural drape. Amazingly wrinkle-resistant. Comes see yourself in this truly superior formal jacket.

The Coop

ForSummerEveningDress

White Formal Jacket

$38.95
Herschel Loomis asks:

What are my chances for advancement in a large company like Du Pont?

Peter J. Meshkoff answers:

Your question is a natural one, Herschel—one we hear quite often. Du Pont is unquestionably a large company in total numbers of employees and in all its operations. But, actually, Du Pont is made up of ten independent departments, almost as if it were ten companies under one management. And it is a fundamental policy of Du Pont to promote from within and on merit only. That produces many opportunities for new men, but in addition there are proportionately more promotions at Du Pont each year—by reason of expansion and retirement—than you would find in most smaller companies. I say "proportionately more" because Du Pont has grown at an average rate of seven per cent a year for the past 133 years—a record that few companies can match.

And Du Pont is still growing rapidly. Take your field, electrical engineering. A host of novel and challenging problems have to be faced, both in new construction and in maintenance. There are plants to design with features like those at Huntington; one management. And it is a fundamental policy at Du Pont to promote from within and on merit only. That produces many opportunities for new men, but in addition there are proportionately more promotions at Du Pont each year—by reason of expansion and retirement—than you would find in most smaller companies. I say "proportionately more" because Du Pont has grown at an average rate of seven per cent a year for the past 133 years—a record that few companies can match.
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Final Softball Playoffs To Start Monday; Track Meet Sunday

by Dave Savage '58

After a long and rainy season, the softball finals will begin on Monday, May 14. There will be a double elimination tournament with nine teams competing.

Most of the league action has been completed and the league champions have been decided. League nine is the champion department showing strong pitching and timely hitting in winning 12 straight games without a defeat.

League nine has beaten the Grad House B team and the Psi Lams tied over the Phi Epsilon for the league title. In league three, the Bushmen B team led league nine handily without pitching and timely hitting in winning.

There will be a double elimination tournament starting at nine o'clock on Thursday. If they get by the Theta House A team and the Pi Lams tied over the Phi Epsilon for the league title.

In Intramural action the Sig Ep's has been extremely popular in the past year according to Intramural sports council. During the past year there have been approximately three thousand men participating in thirteen interscholastic sports.

Tennis diner was conducted by the Sig Ep's B team by Dave Savage '58.

The intramural match was scheduled for the Sandy Burr golf club in Wyckagyl. The teams are scheduled to tee off in the one-shot tournament starting at one o'clock on Thursday morning. On Sunday the teams which were postponed last week is again scheduled for one o'clock. In the sailing finals held last week the Delta came out on top with 94% points to the second place. Second place went to the local staff. Following behind the top were the Phi Gam, the Grad House A, and the Grad House B teams. The point spread between the top five teams was only ten points.

Tennis Continues

In the Tennis tourney the second round has started and should be finished by next Wednesday. There are now sixteen teams left in contention for the tennis tourney. Windblown up the fridge playoffs has the Exam squad taking first place. The tennis was very closely in second was the Phi Sigma Kappa and in third place was the Six Club. Following them for the final places were Baker House and Sigma Nu.

In Intramural sports at M.I.T. has been extremely popular in the past year according to Intramural sports council. During the past year there have been approximately three thousand men participating in thirteen interscholastic sports.

Squash Dropped

At a meeting of the council held last Tuesday night it was voted to drop Squash as an intercollegiate sport for next year. The reasons cited were that there had been very little interest in the sport and that the fee rate had been too high. By other action taken by the council the Hockey was lowered from a major sport to a minor-sport and basketball was also a semi-major sport. The swimming meet has been moved from the spring to autumn in the fall when there is more time available.

Hockey is one of the growing activities at Tech and place now being worked on to develop it more fully. One of the primary needs now is for a cover for the Hockey rink. This cover, whether it be a complete roof over the rink or just a roof over the courts, will be needed to keep the rink covered to maintain conditions both for the varsity and the intramural activity. It would reduce the upkeep and increase the interest in the sport.

Goodison '57 showed good control as the league eight title last Saturday. The Grad House B teams. The point spread between the top five teams was only ten points.

The ideal spot for that weekend deal ...

- RIVIERA DINING ROOM
- Ballroom and function rooms

EAST HARTFORD
- 11100 ROOMS
- 1250 Rooms
- Completely air conditioned
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The Wasp Major, a 20-cylinder engine with pistons arranged in four rows of seven each and a SOHP horsepower rating. Its great size and weight makes it impracticable to be used on any practical plane. However it is the key to the whole system of flying and gives new impetus to the entire system of land and sea transportation engines.

What's doing at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Today's leadership ... a reflection of policies established in aviation's infancy

Back in The Roaring Twenties, the magic dream pictured American families someday using the light personal airplane as freely as they use the family car. Among the realities, however, was a handful of men who were undaunted in their conviction that the real future of aviation lay with bigger aircraft, higher speeds, greater ranges- all possible only through engines of higher power and more reliability than those of that era.

In the spring of 1925, six of these men of vision founded a company in Hartford to undertake the development of a new aircraft engine, an air-cooled type. The year's end heralded their establishment in the field of aviation.

This talented group of men continued to improve their powerplant designs, developing engines of steadily mounting power that operated efficiently and dependably. Such combinations by six men has grown into one of the world's leading engineering organizations. Yet to this very day, engineering achievement at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is guided by its founders' simple policy... the best airframe engines are P & W A-powered.

Today's P & W A powerplant designs are supported by the very finest research facilities and equipment, and a technical staff that is constantly being strengthened. That nucleus of men has grown into one of the world's leading engineering organizations. Yet to this very day, engineering achievement at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is guided by its founders' simple policy... the best airframe engines are P & W A-powered.

Today's leadership ... a reflection of policies established in aviation's infancy.
### Institute Reactor First In New England

(Continued from page 1)

...in this week's meeting of the American Chemical Society in Boston, Dr. Harold C. Urey, Director of the Department of Chemistry at MIT, told New England scientists that his reactor will be the first to use heavy water as a moderator in the chain multiplication of atomic particles and radiations. The new reactor, with a shell of steel and lead, will be another step in the development of new atomic energy for peaceful purposes. The three wonderful restaurants MIT's famous baseball season record was again defeated this week by nonexistent defenses on the hands of Harvard and Tufts. The overall season's record now stands at 6-4, while the Tigers are 5-4 in the Greater Boston League.

A game with Harvard, Monday at Briggs Field, MIT started fast by scoring five runs in the first inning but couldn't squish a Cantab comeback in the late innings. The Harvards rushed six runs across in the eighth and ninth in the sixth and ninth to win the six-11.

In MIT's big inning, John Sullivan '66 and Chuck Sporer '01 led off with walks and Ed Newhall '56 drove Sally home with a single. With one out, the yearling batters put two runs across in the sixth and seventh to widen the gap.

### Yearling Lacrossemen Top Tufts, 11-5; Victory Gives Freshmen 3-2 Record

In their real show of power this season, the yearling stickmen downed Tufts' 4th season, the yearling stickmen downed Tufts' 11-5, at Tufts last Wednesday. One factor contributing to Tom's victory was the sluggish and slow play of the Tufts' squad, which were not equal to other competitors that the Frosh have met earlier this season. The fifty niners took an early lead; scoring four goals in the first quarter. The Tuft's defense played two through the MIT goalie this period. At the half the Cardinal and Greater Boston League.

### On Deck

This victory gives the Frosh team an early lead; scoring four goals in the first quarter. The Tuft's defense played two through the MIT goalie this period. At the half the Cardinal and Greater Boston League.

This victory gives the Frosh team an early lead; scoring four goals in the first quarter. The Tuft's defense played two through the MIT goalie this period. At the half the Cardinal and Greater Boston League.

This victory gives the Frosh team an early lead; scoring four goals in the first quarter. The Tuft's defense played two through the MIT goalie this period. At the half the Cardinal and Greater Boston League.

The fifty niners took an early lead; scoring four goals in the first quarter. The Tuft's defense played two through the MIT goalie this period. At the half the Cardinal and Greater Boston League.
Virtue Of Work* For MIT Students Noted

On Tuesday evening the Student Personnel Department of the International Student's Arts Institute had its annual Awards Convocation. The program began with brief addresses by Dr. Killian and Mr. Carr, who introduced the various speakers.

During his speech Mr. Winters stressed the oft-mentioned fact that society needs capable engineers. Mr. Winters, however, made the additional point that not only the fields of engineering, but also those of political science, economics, and the natural sciences, are in need of the analytical talents of the well-qualified engineer. In conclusion, Mr. Winters said the MIT working student, having realized the "virtue of work," will, with his superior education, be able to meet the most of the "unaccustomed burdens" before him.

Dinner Beer

(Continued from page 1)

Chaver and "Hedron" Friedman, Holleman's been having the past year and led both teams in the more important drinking department. Friedman, who can hold his own with any man around, added two kisses in two weeks-


By the Way

NOW: THE GREAT ADVENTURE SUNDAY
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S TWELFTH NIGHT

HELP WANTED

Permanent openings available at various locations, with nationwide broadcast equipment organizations.
Sales management positions
Sales engineering positions
Engineering-Accounting positions

UNIVERSAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM AL 4-998

FORMAL WEAR

FOR HIRE

Complete Selection of Formal Wear for any occasion. All outfits of Top Quality in the latest styles.

Open Monday night till 8:30 p.m.

CROSTON & CARR
Gentlemen's Clothiers
72 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON
HA 6-7069

PAYS OFF

The Mortgage

To make sure your family won't lose their home when they lose you — cover your Savings with Bank Life Insurance Home Protector Plan. See how little it costs to leave a home, not a debt.

Get Facts Here
Life Insurance Dept.
CAMBRIDGEPORT SAVINGS BANK
UN 4-5271 — Central Square

1. SUPERIOR TASTE
So good to your taste because of L&M's superior tobacco. Richer, tangier—especially selected for Eber's blend. For the flavor you want, here's the filter you need.

2. SUPERIOR FILTER
So quick on the draw! Yes, the flavor comes clean—through L&M's all white Miracle Tip. Pure white inside, pure white outside for cleaner, better smoking.

Girls Walked A Mile From J. Paul Steedley* Till Wildroot Cream-Oil Gave Him Confidence

"Soiled anything tonight honey?" Steedley asked his little desert flower. "Go last!" she shouted. "Your hair's too shaggy, Steedly. Confidentaly a spleen!" Well this was really insulting. So J. Paul got some Wildroot Cream-Oil. Now he's the picture of confidence because he knows his hair looks handsome and healthy the way Nature intended... neat but not greasy. Take Steedly's advice. If you want to be popular, get a bottle of Wildroot Cream-Oil. Smell as if your hair is straight or curly, thick or thin. Another of Wildroot Cream-Oil every morning will keep you looking your best. You'll agree Wildroot really keeps Sahara's place all day long.

*of 131 So. Harris Hill Rd., Williamsville, N.Y.
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